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LINGUISTIC COLONIALISM AND DE-COLONIALISATION: 

The Schoo 1 -Sys tern ~ ~ Too 1 of Oppress i onl. _ 

by 

Talmy Giv6n 

Every colonized people~ in other words~ every 
people in whose soul an inferiority complex 
has been areated by the death and burial of its 
local cultural originality~ finds itself face 
to face with the language of the civilized 
nation; that is~ with the culture of the 
mother country. 

l. Introduction 

Frantz Fanon 
Black Skin~ White Masks 

The most devastating impact of colonialism registers 
in the minds and souls of men. The coloniser's soul is just 
as ravaged by his own inhumanity as the soul of the colonised. 
These notes will concern themselves mostly with the latter. 

For this purpose, a colonial situation will be arbitra
rily defined as a situation in which the economical, political, 
social and cultural life of a colonised population is controlled 
by the coloniser. It will be implied, however, that the deeper 
imprint of colonialism on the minds and souls of the colonised 
does not arise from the "objective" facts of economic exploita
tion and political control. More "humane" or "liberal" forms 
of colonialism, in fact, seem to have succeeded better in 
instilling in the colonised people's consciousness the self
destructive and debilitating attitudes of cultural and personal 
alienation which Fanon has so passionately decried. On this 
I would like to quote at length from Kunene: 

There are two distinct symptoms commonly known as 
segregation and integration~ about which much heated 
discussion has often taken place~ on the basis of which 
governments either stand or fall~ but each of which may 
be traced right back to the basic cause~ viz. the rejec
tion of the African qua African. (i) Those whom history 
labeled as segr egationists have said: He is not one of 
us~ he can never be, he is not our equal. Let him stay 
the way he is -- he is docile~ he is happy~ he is exploit
able . We shall keep him socially separate from us~ and 
physically~ as far as possible~ even though we shall eat 
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3. TWo A[Pioan Situations 

In the space below, I will try to give substance to the 
concepts "raw" and "enlightened" colonialism by describing, 
rather informally, two situations in Africa. 

Sout h A[Pica. For the details of the situation described 
here I am much indebted to Dan Kunene (private communication). 
It involves both a raw and enlightened stage of colonialism, 
as we ll as an abortive attempt at imposing lingui stic de-co
lonialization from above. The physical setting was a small 
town in the Transvaal . 

The "RauJ" Phase . This phase pertains to the generation 
of Kunene's parents, SeSuthu-speaking people with no formal 
education, who performed menial work at farms and shops owned 
by Afrikaans-speakers, the colonisers. They lived in segre
gated shanty- towns and most of them were bilingual and would 
switch freely from SeSuthu to Afrikaans even among themselves. 
However , they took pride in their Suthu heritage and language 
and did not consider them as social stigma. 

The "Enlightened" Phase . This phase pertains to Kunene's 
own generation, the ones who went to Suthu primary schools 
and then, at least the brighter members, to English-medium 
schools away from home. In these children colonial attitudes 
toward the Suthu culture and language rapidly developed and 
were actively encouraged by the schools. Thus, Dan Kunene 
wri tes : 

By the time the children passed out of schoo l ... they 
had already been told~ in elementary school and beyond~ 
thi ngs such as the foUounng : ' ... In the olden days there 
z.ns no peace among the black people . There were many wars . 
People attacked one another without provocation, they 
killed one another and captured each other ' s cattle ... 
Such freedom from fear and want as we enjoy today di d 
not exist; instead, fighting was a daily ocCU1'1'ence '. 
(1970 : 4 ) 

The missionaries were not alone in modif ying the thought 
patterns of the A[Pican. They were onl y one section of 
a host of white comers who~ by design or by accident~ 
combined forces to remake the AfPican in some image, 
usually their own . (ib id. : 8) 

Given the great incentive and material benefits accruing 
to the African young from the acquisition of the "ri ght" kind 
of education, their complete alienation from their own culture 
and the devel opment of acute colonised attitudes towards them
selves inevitably followed. 

"DecolonioUsation" From Above . It is an open question 
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The "Raw" Phase: The rural population of Zambia, which 
comprised during the colonial era (as it still does today) the 
bulk of the country's population, had. remained, due to its 
isolation and lack of contact with the cultural and educatio~al 
institutions of the co 1 oni ser, 1 arge ly free of the debil i tat
ing impact of cultural and linguistic colonialism. The most 
common exception to this were the mission-educated Africans, 
and, indeed, any African who managed to attach himself, in 
one manner or another, to the European educational machine. 
The copper mines constituted another major avenue through 
which cultural colonialism spread. Although the African miners 
received little or no formal instruction, their mere presence 
on the Copper Belt, in close contact with the white economy 
and material culture -- coupled with their explicitly inferior 
position there -- never failed to produce the expected psycho
logical reaction of self-abnegation. 

The ''Enlightened" Phase : The colonial administration of 
Northern Rhodesia did little to educate the African beyond a 
certain point. Before independence, only one secondary school 
in the colony (Munali, near Lusaka) accepted Africans (this 
is aside from the mission supported schools). The mission 
schools, government primary schools, lowly clerical jobs in 
the city, and the copper mines have, nevertheless, combined 
to expose a large segment of the African population to the 
devastation of cultural colonialism. Intimate contact with 
the colonisers through jobs, schools, or the media of communi
cation was the daily lot of the urban African. As usual, this 
contact was coupled with the expressly inferior status of the 
African vis-a-vis the European. Present day attitudes of the 
urban Zambi an toward his language, culture and heritage, des
cribed below, bear the marks of this prolonged exposure. 

The Woes o Cultural De-aolonialisat ion: For whatever 
reasons I w1l ater attempt to specu ate on this), cultural, 
linguistic, and psychological colonial attitudes have re
mained substantially intact-- the lot of the urban African 
in Zambia. In fact, with the expansion of communication 
networks into the outlying provinces and the growing admin
istrative and educational presence of the central govern-
ment in the district towns and even in the villages, cul
tural colonialism in Zambia has been on the increase since 
independence. Although I have had the chance to observe 
this situation from close quarters, I will defer in this 
matter to an African friend, and quote at length from a 
paper by Mubanga E. Kashoki (1969), at the time of the paper. 
Chief Literacy Officer in the Ministry of Community Develop
ment, Government of Zambia. 

Mr. Kashoki's paper sums up the agony of colonial atti
tudes still rampant among the Africans in Zambia. On the 
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al-together unsuitable for administering a modern state; 
and hOIJ do you think you can express mathematioa~ con
cepts? (ibid.: 19) 

Turning to the problems facing Zambian authors writing 
in their own native tongues, Mr. Kashoki says: 

GeneraLly speaking, the aspiring Zambian writer finds 
that the audience for whom he wishes to write has been, 
to use a coinage current~y in vogue, ' brainwashed ', if 
not aUenated -- in the senae that the things native to 
the Zambian and for which he shou~d therefore have nat;ura~ 
attraction, generaLly ~eave him coU .. . The p'l'imary and 
fundamenta~ prob~em confronting the African aspiring to 
become a writer, as far as ~anguage is concerned, is that 
he has for an audience a cormrunity of peop~e who have 
undergone a protracted and far- reaching process of de
cu~turation -- or de-Africanisation. (ibid . : 15) 

... The prospective Zambian vernacu~ar writer sooner or 
~ater comes to grips with the fact that strong forces 
within hiw own society deny him fuU expression of his 
creative abiUty . Sooner or ~ater he must come to 
appreciate that the conatant re~egaUon of his mother 
tongue to inferior position, both at schoo~ and in the 
society at Zarge , is a major contributory factor to the 
subsequent rejection by society of the fruits of his 
creativity . Simi'lar~y, he is not sww to notice that 
the favourable emphasis which society has p~aced on 
Eng~ish has had the inevitable consequence of cu~tivating 
in the educated Zambian generations a correspoY4ing at
tachment to English, but a profound disdain for the Loca~ 
~anguages . And the Zambian vernacu~ar writer (who in 
any case must depend for his livelihood on the proceeds 
from his writing), quite understandably becomes ~ess 
inclined to write in the mother tongue . Nor does he 
regret taking this step . After all, even an iLliterate 
woman in the remotest of Zambia 's villages is today 
demanding to be taught the basic ski~ls of reading and 
writing in English, arguing that literacy in the verna
cular does not pay . EngUsh, I am afraid, has come to 
signify for many in this country -- inc~uding the pros
pective Zambian vernacular writer -- both the key to a 
lucrative occupation and the passport to considerab~e 
social prestige . (ibid . : 20) 

Finally: 
Zambian vernacular newspapers can only circu~te in the 
rural areas where the level. of education is generaLly 
rather l.OIJ . The Loca~ language, it wouU seem, is on~y 
worthy of the attention of the semi- literate . (Even in 
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where language attitudes are consciously , purposefully fash
ioned is in the scnool. From the two African situations cited 
above , the crucial role the col onial school system plays in 
the instigation and perpetration of the self-hatred and self
abnegation so characteristic of the col onised's attitude to
wards his culture and language, i s abundantly clear. The free 
exposure to the coloniser's cul tural trappings , rather than 
the mere facts of political and economic oppression, seem to 
be at the root of cultural colonialism. The school system, 
as the prime active agent of the coloniser's culture vis-a-vis 
the growing young of the colonised, seems to serve as the most 
efficient tool in the complete negation of the colonised -
his values, history , culture, and language. 

Within the school system, further, the language-medium 
of instruction, innocuous, seemingly neutral, and largely 
taken for granted, turns out to be the focal point in the 
colossal putdown of the colonised people. It i s probably 
the most effective agent in the de-cu l turation of a colonised 
population. The economic advantages of the white-designed 
education may be real enough, as far as they go. The psycho
logical damage of undergoing one's education under a colonial 
system -- manifest or disguised -- is probably immeasurable. 
The most devastating effect ~f colonialism then, i.e. its 
presumptuous and arrogant tampering with the consciousness of 
the colonised, must be to a large measure, traced to the 
seeming Pavlovian effectiveness of the colonial school system 
and its ability to inculcate self-devaluation and to destroy 
the self-respect of the colonised. 

In the American context, members of the more understanding 
liberal establishment have tended in the past to dismiss the 
growing attacks in Black and Chicano communities upon the 
schools as a childish (thus forgivable; the condescension is, 
of course, obvi ous) manifestation of pent-up frustration and 
anger, at best a symboli c expression of rebellion against 
other, more real sources of oppression. The same liberal 
establishment is also responsible for dismissing the Black 
dialect of American English as inaohePent , il logiaal or 
abePmnt , and of instituting various "remedial" linguistic 
programs -- all well-financed with federal poverty grants 
in which the aberration is to be drummed out of the Black 
and Chicano child. As shown by Kunene (1970), the basic 
premises of the integPationist and the segPegationist in 
Ameri can and African education are identical: that t he 
aolonised is no good as is . Raw colonialism rejects out-
right, in the open. Enlightened colonialism tries to "improve". 

When black or brown children chant " .. . burn, haby, burn ... ", 
however, it is worthwhile to consider an alternative interpre-
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the educational system of any soci ety with an inherent coloni al 
mentality, a system through which that society attempts to 
acculturate and indoctrinate its young, bear striking simil arity 
to the colonial pattern. Basically it goes like this: "I 
know it al l ; you know nothing; I am big and strong; you are 
small and weak; I control the economY; you are my dependent; 
my cultural val ues are proven supreme; yours do not even exist; 
you have to acquire them first -- from me; I know what is good 
for you; you don't; you cannot regulate yoursel f; I'll do it 
for you; for I am the father and you are my son ... and you are 
nothing until I have made you in my own image". 

If it sounds like a sad caricature, look again. Tools 
of coercion may vary. The withdrawal of approval may substi 
tute for brute force. Moral pressure -- that nefarious and 
harmful device so effectively wie lded by parents and societ i es 
alike -- may replace corporal punishment. Grading, public 
humiliation, and social rejection are just as Pavlovianly
effective as the cane. "Progressive" benevolence is just as 
repressive, in its underlying premise, as stern "tradition
alism". Robert Hutchins and Max Rafferty are but twin sides 
of the same coin -- as long as the basic rejection of the 
values of the child qua child persists. In fact, just as in 
Africa, the "enlightened" colonial phase is much more burden
some to the oppressed: coercion is disguised, the enemy is 
invisible; soon the oppressive attitudes are internalised -
there's nobody and nothing tangible to resist; yet, the op
pressive presence inside mounts; one has become one's own 
jailer. 

And the ulti mate weapons are just around the corner, else 
one has forgotten: "Bring the cops on campus and bash the 
impudent loafer's head!" Oppression seldom pauses in front 
of the oppressor's door. In a society where property rights 
take precedence over human rights , where man is a means of 
production rather than an end in himself, where raw power, 
coercion and the deprivation of freedom are the mos t legiti
mate tools in t he transaction of human affairs, the depth 
and breadth of al ienation of the young -- once they've got 
the real message -- is far from surprising. The young are 
at the very bottom of the social pecking order. They are 
rejected qua young, much as Blacks are rejected qua hlack. 
They are legitimized only after relinquishing their soul. 
And since the school systems are the tools through which a 
society coerces its young, the current universal uprising 
against them is not just a symptom··- it is the very crux 
of the matter. 

7. CoZoniaZ Womanhood 

The young are by no means the only members of the col o-
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African context. It is vexing -- but is it really helped 
by the systematic alienation and de-culturation of the entire 
population? In the long run, I doubt that very much. And 
as I have said above , the price paid for the benefits, even 
if real, may outweigh them. A possible first step in a coun
try with no clear majority language, could be a viable dual 
educational system, through which the colonial language is 
gradual ly shifted from first national medium to a mere re
quired second language. In countries such as Rwanda, Burundi, 
Lesotho, Botswana, Swaziland, Somalia , Ethiopia, and maybe 
others, all of which are closer to a monolingual situation, 
there is absolutely no excuse for paying the high penalties 
associated with linguistic colonialism. I doubt very much 
that the same will not eventually prove true for the rest 
of Africa. 

Footnotes 

1. I am indebted to John Davis and Dan Kunene for hours of 
stimulating discussion and to Dan Kunene and Mubanga 
Kashoki for permission to quote at length from their 
papers. 

2. For the title cf this section I am indebted to Jerry 
Farber (1969). In a way, what I say here is an extension 
of what he said earlier. 
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* * * * * * 
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